3/23/2015
Re: AJP Painting Solutions, LLC

Recently our newly renovated office building suffered a blow from Mother Nature. We arrived on
Monday to discover that our entire bottom floor had flooded. After all the work and time recently put
into this building we were naturally devastated to see our beautiful building in disarray.
After the dry out we set out on obtaining quotes to put our building back to its beautiful shine. AJP
Painting Solutions, LLC was one of three companies that I obtained quotes from. Not only did they arrive
within an hour of requesting a quote to do a walk thru of our building but the owner Tony Pino had his
quote to me before close of business that day. There were several reasons why we chose to proceed with
AJP Painting Solutions, LLC over the other companies.
1. His company was able to complete the full scope of work without subbing out to other
contractors.
2. He was able to begin our restoration process immediately
3. Last but certainly the most important his quote was by far the most fair and reasonably amongst
the others. Proving to me that he was maintaining what most fail to do these days and that is
providing a service without over pricing the customer.
The crew that worked were not only pleasantly polite they kept me informed at every aspect of the job
at hand. They were in the building working while we carried on our day to day operations and they never
interrupted our work. They made sure that at the end of the day there work area stayed clean and most
importantly the job was completed on time without any delays. The first time I stepped back into the
building after the job was completed I was so impressed with the quality of work. If it wasn’t for the
memory of the flood still being fresh in my mind I would have never thought anything had ever happened.
They did an outstanding job! I would definitely recommend them to anyone else and would absolutely
call on them again if the need ever occurs.

From a Satisfied Customer!
Kimberly Fite
Corporate Office Manager
Ishpi Information Technologies, Inc. (DBA ISHPI)
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